Following the identification of Steele’s Primary Sub-Source as Igor Danchenko, a former
Brooking Institute analyst residing in northern Virginia, nearly all commentary has focused
on the Danchenko’s ramshackle Russian network of sources. Lindsay Graham and others
quickly told one and all that it was “Russian disinformation” that had deceived the FBI, as
though the only fault of the Dudley Do-Right straight-shooters of the FBI was that they were,
if anything, too honest to see through the disinformation from Danchenko’s dastardly
network.
However, the lurid Steele dossier allegations of collusion between the Trump campaign and
Russian leadership1 did not originate as bar talk or gossip in Russia. Nor were they “Russian
disinformation” planted to Danchenko’s sources in Russia.
The truth is much more troubling: the collusion allegations were not “Russian
disinformation”, but “British disinformation” or “US disinformation”.
Collusion and Source E
As Horowitz observed, the collusion allegations were set out “most descriptively” in report
95, undated, but approximately July 26-272. It stated that, according to Source E, “speaking
in confidence to a compatriot in late July 2016”, there was a “well-developed conspiracy of
co-operation between [Trump and his team] and the Russian leadership”, with Putin
motivated because he “hated and feared” Hillary Clinton – a phrase repeated in the ICA.3

Source E described an unholy bargain between Trump campaign and the “Russian regime” in
which Russia would hack and leak the DNC emails through Wikileaks in exchange for
Trump campaign soft-pedaling confrontation with Russia over Ukraine:
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Many similar allegations were attributed to Source E in report 97 (dated July 30) and report
102 (dated August 10).
On October 3, 2016, Steele identified Sergei Millian, a Russian-speaking US citizen
originally from Belarus, a Trump supporter with tenuous connections to Trump world, to the
FBI as Source E4. Steele also told the FBI that Millian was Source D in Report 805, who, in
June 2016, had supposedly “confirmed” allegations that the Kremlin had “feeding
intelligence” to Trump “for several years”, as well as being source for notorious “golden
showers” story, through having “been present” in Moscow on the occasion.

It was allegations from source E, not the gossip from Danchenko’s Russian network, that was
at issue in the ICA (Intel Community Assessment, Jan 6, 2017)6, that were relied upon in the
Carter Page FISA warrant7 and which ultimately led to the Mueller inquiry.
Millian’s Version
Millian denies that he was the “anonymous caller” or that he ever talked to Danchenko.
Millian’s Facebook (which, unlike Danchenko’s remains online and visible) shows that he
arrived in Seoul, Korea on July 148 and was in Dubai on July 269. He was provably overseas
when Danchenko received the supposed anonymous call and, on July 26, when Danchenko
went to New York to try to encounter Millian.
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Subsequent to Danchenko’s identification, we asked Millian to search his records from
summer 2016 for emails from Millian. Millian reported, both privately to us by DM and later
publicly on Twitter, that he receives that he received two emails from Danchenko – on July
21 and August 18.
In the first (July 21) email (in Russian)10, Danchenko pretended to have an inquiry from a
Swiss construction company, claimed to have “nothing to do with media” but also wanted to
ask Millian about Trump’s travel to Russia:
Hello Sergey!
Colleagues from RIA Novosti gave me your contact. You spoke with
Dmitry Zlodorev about Donald Trump and his travels to Russia. I
wanted to ask you: what projects did he consider, or were they purely
fashion trips to beauty contests? There has been a lot of speculation
on this topic for a month. It would be interesting to talk about this
topic.
Question from a construction company in Switzerland. I think there is
a political component, but it can be leveled. I am also very interested
in Russian-Chinese cooperation, the sanctions aspect including. There
are projects in Russia that are looking for investors and equipment
suppliers. Like many in Russia, they look back at Asia - China, Hong
Kong, but they don't know how to approach.
Confidentially, of course - I have nothing to do with the media,
although there are certainly acquaintances there. In any case, it would
be interesting if possible to talk to you by phone or meet for
coffee/beer in Washington or New York where I will be next week. I
myself am in Washington. You can also by email. mail in Russian or
in English.
I sent you a request on LinkedIn - my work is clearer there.
Igor Danchenko
Business Analyst
Target Labs Inc.

On July 26, while still traveling in Asia, Millian sent an email inquiry to Zlodorev, asking
who “Igor” was, also mentioning that he (Millian) would be returning on July 2911. This is
presumably how Zlodorev knew that Millian would be “hard to reach” when Danchenko, in
New York on July 26, sought his assistance in locating Millian.12
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On August 18, Danchenko sent a second email to Millian, this time
attempting pitch a land deal near Moscow.
Subject: A question about the land in the Kaluga region, a short meeting
in NY or DC.
“Hello Sergey.
I wrote to you a few weeks ago. We are in touch on LinkedIn.
There is a proposal for a site in the Kaluga region, not far from New
Moscow. I am attaching the information in a separate letter. My friends
are lawyers. They repeatedly asked me to suggest someone. I thought
that you or your contacts might be interested.
The cadastral value is about 300 million rubles, respectively, the market
value is slightly higher. When selling, you can immediately take into
account the share of the intermediary. Attached are 8 jpegs. If there is
an opportunity and interest, let us meet and talk about this and other
projects. Other projects also involve investments in existing sites, but
production is there. And, in some cases, technology is needed, in others
- investment.
The stakes in Russia are high - you know it yourself, so I would like to
consider some simple and profitable schemes.
Write, call. Contacts below.
Respectfully,
Igor Danchenko
Business Analyst
Target Labs Inc.

Millian paid no attention to this email. His explanation to us was that a real estate deal in
Russia was simply irrelevant to him: his broker’s licence was in the US, not in Russia.
Danchenko’s idea of “bait” for Millian was misconceived.
For the purposes of understanding Millian’s supposed connection to the Steele dossier, this
email is an important fixed point: it verifies that, as of August 18, 2016, Danchenko and
Millian had not been in contact with one another.

Danchenko’s Narrative
In the recently released Danchenko Interview13, Millian’s name was redacted, but, based on
context and character count, is named as Source 6.
The Anonymous Call and the Collusion Narrative
Danchenko told the FBI that he emailed Millian twice, but his only14 actual contact with
Source 6 was a single “very strange” 10-15 telephone conversation with an anonymous
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Russian male who did not identify himself, but who Danchenko “believed” to be Millian, at
the end of which they “tentatively” agreed to meet in New York15 later in July.

From the context, this single anonymous call (if it is real) was received prior to July 26, the
date when, according to his Facebook, Danchenko traveled to New York16, and after July 21,
the date on which Millian received the first email from Danchenko.
Danchenko told17 that the FBI that he and the anonymous caller had a “general discussion
about Trump and the Kremlin”, that the anonymous caller said that there was an ongoing
relationship and “ ‘exchange of information’ between Trump and the Kremlin” but that “there
was ‘nothing bad about it’”, that the “Kremlin might be of help to get Trump elected”, but
Danchenko “did not recall any discussion or mention of Wikileaks”.18 It cannot be
sufficiently emphasized that this single anonymous telephone call stands as the only support
for the collusion allegations cited in the ICA and resistance narrative.
On July 26, Danchenko traveled to New York with a companion19, supposedly to rendezvous
with the anonymous caller, but it seems to have been, at least in part, a sightseeing trip. The
FBI, unaccountably, does not seem to have pressed Danchenko for details on how, when and
where he planned to meet with Millian/the anonymous caller. It seems more plausible that
Danchenko, perhaps under pressure from Steele progress, went to New York in the hope of
obtaining a meeting with Millian once he was there. After arrival in New York, Danchenko
contacted Dmitry Zlodorev, the RISA Novosti reporter who had interviewed Millian in April
201620. But Zlodorev told Danchenko that Millian would be “hard to reach” [because he was
in Asia]21. Danchenko told the FBI that he informed Steele of Millian’s “whereabouts”
[Asia],22 presumably on or about July 26, the approximate date of the crucial Report 95.
The FBI did not ask Danchenko how, or even whether, he had briefed Steele on the
anonymous telephone call. They asked detailed questions about how Steele de-briefed
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Danchenko after his trips to Russia (orally in Steele’s office in London)23, but neglected to
ask Danchenko about the most critical de-briefing – the de-briefing on Danchenko’s
purported espionage in the US. Steele was in Washington DC (close to Danchenko’s
residence) at the time. On July 29, Steele (accompanied by a young man, perhaps Kieran
Porter) had breakfast with Bruce and Nellie Ohr. Later in the day, Steele met with Michael
Sussmann of Perkins Coie (the DNC and Clinton campaign) lawyers, who briefed Steele on
the supposed secret communications between Trump Tower and Alfa Bank.24
One presumes that the FBI would have carried out the routine police work required to verify
the existence of the anonymous call to Danchenko and to identify the caller. This was, after
all, the only provenance of the most important and explosive allegation of the ICA. But, in
this case, nothing can be taken for granted. At present, no information is available on the
results of FBI investigation of the anonymous call. If they were able to identify an
anonymous call, who was the caller? If not, was this reported to senior levels of the FBI and
DOJ? If not, why not?
Golden Showers
In addition to attribution as the source of collusion allegations, Millian (Source D/Source 6)
had also been named as the source of the “golden showers” (Report 80 paragraph 3).
However, Danchenko told25 the FBI that the paragraph 3 information came, not from Source
6 (Millian), but from Source 2, a Russian friend who persistently hustled Danchenko to find
paying gigs and who got Danchenko to bring him Scottish banknotes through customs. In
response to Danchenko’s inquiry on “whether he knew of any compromising materials on
Trump”, Source 2, who had no personal knowledge of the supposed incident, had told
Danchenko that there was a “’well-known story’” that “Trump was ‘into water sports’”.
Danchenko asked managers at the Ritz Carlton about “this stuff about Trump at the hotel”,
but they “laughed it off”, saying that “all kinds of things happen at the hotel”. Danchenko
was unable to confirm anything.
Steele switched the attribution from Source 2 to Source D (Millian), who Steele described
was “hav[ing] been present” and in possession of first hand knowledge. Steele’s fabrication
ought not to have passed even an initial smell test: Millian was not even in Moscow for the
2013 Trump beauty pageant; Steele confused Millian’s story about a 2008 real estate business
trip with the more famous 2013 trip. Steele’s claim that the hotel management had
“confirmed” the story was pure embellishment and fabrication; they had done nothing of the
sort.
The ICA
Except for their use in the ICA, none of this would have mattered. But because these
allegations were cited in the ICA, they became as damaging a “poison pill” to the incoming
administration as can be contemplated.
The ICA did nor disclose that, at best, the collusion allegations came from a single
anonymous call to Danchenko, attributed to someone that Danchenko had never met, who
was in Asia at the time and who vehemently denied the call. Nor did the ICA disclose that
Steele had falsely attributed Millian as the origin of the ‘golden showers’ story and falsely
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claimed confirmation, when the story was nothing more than internet rumor and/or bar talk or
gossip in Russia.
The ICA stated, without caveat, that Steele’s information came from a “layered network of
identified and unidentified subsources, some of which has been corroborated in the past”.

This claim was about as false as one could imagine. At best, the collusion allegations
originated with an anonymous call, supposedly from a US citizen to Danchenko then in
northern Virginia. Even if this call took place (which seems dubious), the information in the
call did not come from Danchenko’s Russian network, but arose because of Danchenko’s
espionage activities in the US.
The collusion allegations did not originate with bar talk or gossip in Russia by Danchenko’s
Russian network, that were given too much credence by US intel. Nor were they a conflation
of “analytic conclusions” and source information. Nor did they originate with false
information planted to Danchenko’s sources in Russia.
The truth is much less convenient and much more disturbing: rather than “Russian
disinformation”, the false collusion allegations were “British disinformation” and/or “US
disinformation”.
July 30, 2020.

